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Introduction
“It’s Difficult to Make Predictions, Especially About the Future” (Niels Bohr). For sure,
the future will be more digital than the present as we all agree that the size of the digital universe will
double every two years at least, to support an exponential data growth toward 2020 and beyond. Human-
and machine-generated data is experiencing an overall 10x faster growth rate than traditional business
data, and machine data is increasing even more rapidly at 50x the growth rate. We are ready to enter to
the 5th generation of mobile communication with trillions of device connected.
Our lives are digital.
This development puts the pressure on research to satisfy more and more stringent require-
ments. The field of electronics, and more specifically the one of integrated circuit design is facing many
challenges to support this fast evolution. My research activities at the IMS laboratory are in line with
those challenges. They are focused on the design of radio-frequency (RF) systems to enhance the spec-
trum access, reduce the power consumption using mass market technologies. This paradigm has guided
my thoughts during a decade by pioneering in RF architectures. This document summarizes my research
work and is structured as follows.
Chapter 1 presents an overview of the RF transceivers design. We analyse the evolution of
the telecommunication market with a focus on 5G standard. Then, a brief state of the art of RF architec-
tures research work is presented. Finally, we introduce our Design by Mathematics methodology.
Chapter 2 details the research work in RF systems with 4 different architectures designed
for Software Radio or arbitrary waveform generation purpose. All of them jeopardize the classical way
of converting signals and revisit either the receiving or the transmitting chain by illustrating the concept
of Design by Mathematics. Circuits have been designed and their performances have been evaluated in
terms fo spectrum access, power consumption and integration cost.
17
18 List of Tables
Chapter 3 is focused on architectures for health applications. We present 3 aspects of re-
search on bio-electronics, respectively a RF interface for a blood pressure sensor, a LC-ADC for ECG
conversion and a study of ultrasounds propagation within the Human body. The main goal of this work
is to understand how a communication system can be customized for a given application.
Chapter 4 concludes on a research project in analog circuit design for the coming years. I
propose 3 directions of research: RF systems design, ad-hoc Intra-Body Communications network and
analog signal processing for edge computing. Those directions are open to discussions as it foresees
more or less long term activities.
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Chapter 1 presents the Radio Frequency Transceivers design facing with the evolution of standards since
the last two decades. In a first part, we analyse the evolution of the telecommunication market by ex-
hibiting figures of the exponential increase of data exchange and the need of new network to support it.
A focus on 5G standard is given to provide a concrete example of our research work. In a second part,
Radio-Frequency architectures research work is presented thanks to a brief state of the art to highlight
directions taken by the community to tackle issues raised in the first part. Finally, we conclude on our
proposed methodology to design RF transceivers based on a mathematical approach to identify the most
relevant way to convert information into RF signals.
Key words: radio-frequency, telecommunications, 5G, conversion, software radio, integrated circuits,
Design by Mathematics.
“The very small value of 10−16 of negentropy required per bit of information plays a very important role
in our modern life and it makes possible to communicate information at a negligible cost.”
Leon Brillouin, Science and Information theory, 1956, quoted by Dr. Yoan Veyrac in [2]
In the 50s, Leon Brillouin stated that modern life relies on the possibility to deal with large quantities
of information for a minimal cost. In the same decade, the development of the transistor in Bell labo-
ratories led to a physical media allowing to get closer to the theoretical cost of information described
by Brillouin. Since then, the electronic industry followed the Moore’s law by developing standalone
devices that can exchange billions of bits per second for various applications that are now the backbone
of our society and to some extent of our civilization. However, conventional transceiver architectures
cannot support the pressure of the exponential increase of exchanged digital information while satisfying
customer expectations in terms of quality of service, device cost and battery life.
RF designers are faced to technological issues such as collecting data, converting them into digital, pro-
cessing them and transporting them along heterogenous network. Conversion and transport are the key of
the system when hardware is concerned. Brillouin statement is challenging us on the efficiency of data
exchange by lowering its cost in terms of power consumption, device price, and spectrum ressources.
This chapter introduces the trade-off of wireless circuit design and proposes research directions.
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1.1 Wireless Communications Challenges
Mass market radio-frequency (RF) transceivers have emerged during the 90’s with GSM as the technol-
ogy driver. Since then, we can observe a continuous evolution of demand to design products wireless
systems which either integrate more and more applications at the lowest price or answer specific needs
such as Internet of Things (IoT). This constant growth can be seen in the mobile data traffic forecast
presented in Fig. 1.1. It will be mainly supported by the 5th Generation (5G) mobile technology.
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
2.5EB
4.2EB
6.8EB
10.7EB
16.1EB
24.3EB
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Figure 1.1 – Exabytes per month. Cisco VNI: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update 2016-2022.
February 2017
What is 5G ? It is said to be disruptive compared to the previous mobile networks. The change is evident
but it is too soon to know what the future may hold. Analysts are projecting the expected results from 5G
technology even if at this day, deployments are just beginning and commercial 5G deployment is clearly
on the horizon:
— 5 Billion people forecast to be accessing the internet via mobile by 2025,
— 5G coverage will roll out rapidly to cover more than 40 percent of the global population by
2025,
— 5G will account for almost 1 in 7 connections (14 percent) by 2025,
— 9 Billion mobile connections with 5.9 Billion unique subscribers in 2025,
— 25 Billion Internet of Things devices globally in 2025,
— Global Mobile Annual Revenue of 1.1 Trillion in 2025.
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The transformation to 5G will also transform everyone lives, our economy, our jobs and our industries.
The early signs are beginning to show, such as wearables with self-contained mobile computing devices
(Apple Watch or connected glasses), the connected car (autonomous vehicles), the healthcare system
(remote monitoring and robotic surgery), drones (used for transportation and surveillance) and finally
robots and Artificial Intelligence (AI) will result in a new relationship for both humans and machines.
The wireless industry has its game to play by providing new mega-networks of connecting billions of
things, billions of connected people with a major shift in network operations and management. For
instance by 2023, more than 30 billion connected devices are forecast with 2 main observations:
— Mobile video traffic is forecast to grow by around 50 percent annually through 2023, when it
should account for nearly three-quarters of all mobile data traffic (Fig 1.2). Social networking
is forecast to grow by 34 percent annually over the coming six years. The trend is accentuated
by the growing use of embedded video in social media and web pages, which is considered
video traffic in this context, fueled by larger device screens, higher resolution and new plat-
forms supporting live streaming.
— 20 billion of the 30 billions of devices will be related to the IoT. Connected devices include
connected cars, machines, meters, sensors, point-of-sale terminals, consumer electronics and
wearables. Between 2017 and 2023, connected IoT devices are expected to increase at a Com-
pound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 19 percent, driven by new use cases and affordability.
Figure 1.2 – Mobile Traffic by Application Category - CAGR 2017-2023 - Ericsson Mobility Report,
November 2017
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The 5G infrastructures would rely on an heterogeneous, densified network. As for frequency resources,
5G is expected to use as much spectrum as possible, divided into 3 main frequency ranges for different
applications (Fig. 1.3):
— Sub-6 GHz band: this frequency range offers less losses for a transmission in the air; a data
rate higher than 1 Gbps can be achieved on this band thanks to carrier aggregation, based on
an extension of the LTE standard (cf. Fig. 1.4),
— The mmW band: it has a limited range because of attenuation but gives access to wider band-
widths,
— The Internet of Things (IoT): it will be deployed in the same time, using the sub-GHz fre-
quency band. Those devices will be equipped with low-power transceivers.
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Civil market
The next generation of wireless co munication standards (5G) is expected to offer ubiquitous
immersive connectivity, relying on a software upgradable platform. Several researches on the
network and communication architectures and techniques are led at the moment [5],[6]. The
infrastructures would rely on an heterogeneous network with cells of different sizes [7]. The use
of device to device communication is envisioned to virtually densify the network [8], and content
caching to reduce data duplication [9]. As for freq ency reso rces, 5G is expected to use as much
spectrum as possible [10], divided into 3 frequency ranges for different applications (Fig. 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: Technology tracks of 5G era
The sub-6 GHz frequency range ensures a favorable transmission in the air; a data rate higher
than 1 Gbps is expected on this band thanks to carrier aggregation. It will be based on an
extension of the LTE standard and used by all the devices.
The mmW band has a reduced range and could serve in smaller cells [11], giving access
to wide data bandwidth.
The internet of things (IoT) will be deployed in the same time, using the sub-GHz fre-
quency band. The number of connected wireless devices will be in huge growth. Equipping
those devices with reconfigurable and low-power transceivers presents a major industrial asset
[12].
SR transceivers are in agreement with the implementation of those various techniques which
necessitate a high flexibility. Sub-6 GHz and IoT applications are privileged targets for full
software radio transmitters. Wireless communication handsets represent the most lucrative
market, involving billions of units. It also constitutes one of the most challenging applications.
Yoan VEYRAC, IMS Laboratory - December 2015
Figure 1.3 – Technology tracks of 5G era
5G for handsets
Figure 1.4 – Spectrum allocation for sub-6GHz 5G standard
RF Transceivers are the hardware implementation of those various techniques to access the spectrum. It
necessitates a high flexibility as the demand of spectrum access is large in terms of frequency ranges and
number of users. For instance, sub-6GHz claim for a carrier-aggregated signal which cover frequencies
from 1.8GHz up to 3.6GHz and then 6GHz.
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As depicted in Fig 1.5, RF Transceivers design is thus more and more constrained by:
— Power consumption: mobile handsets are limited by their battery and as a matter of conse-
quence, the power consumption has to be as low as possible with the highest efficiency
— Data rate: as data traffic is increased mainly by video applications, data rate is getting higher
(from 10x to 100x from one generation mobile communication to another) and asks for higher
carrier frequencies, not necessarily compatible with an efficient propagation (mmW frequen-
cies)
— Technology: mass market imposes the use of a low cost technology, such as CMOS. Never-
theless, this technology is not suited for analog RF electronics.
— Propagation environment: wireless signal propagate more or less depending of the environ-
ment and their frequencies. The air is very a good medium for sub-6GHz signals in a non-dense
area. New challenges are raised by mmW frequencies in dense area (such as urban) or new
propagation media such as human body.
Our research work is to design radio-frequency integrated circuits to challenge this paradigm.
Figure 1.5 – Paradigm of RF Transceivers design
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Figure 1.6 – Transceiver Architecture
A wireless communication system transmits and receives information at high frequencies. Fig. 1.6 sum-
marizes the transceiver architecture with 3 main parts:
— RF signal conditioning: RF signals are amplified, filtered and up or down-converted into base-
band,
— Data converter: signals are converted from analog to digital or digital to analog,
— Digital signal processing: the signal is processed digitally to recover the information contained
in the data stream to be displayed by the device.
Our research aim is to adapt or invent techniques to design transceivers for new wireless communica-
tion protocols. We have to deal with CMOS technologies, high frequencies and data rate, low power
consumption and system integration.
1.2 Radio-Frequency architecture
RF architectures have to challenge the evolution of wireless transmission requirements as presented be-
fore. Since 20 years, a lot of researches are oriented in the direction of RF flexible solutions. Many terms
are associated to those architectures, such as multi-standards, Software Defined Radio (SDR), Software
Radio (SR), Cognitive Radio, adaptative radio with an updated terminology now including artificial in-
telligence in adaptative RF front-end design.
Fig 1.6 illustrates how a transmitter architecture can gain in flexibility. Digital conversion is brought as
close as possible to the antenna to alleviate reconfigurability or adaptative RF signal processing. Never-
theless, the analog front-end is struggling with RF requirements over a wider band of operation. This de-
picts the technological bottleneck of the analog-to-digital conversion the scientific community is fighting
against. Boris Murmann’s ADC Performance Survey keeps an updated trend of ADC or DAC evolution
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Figure 1.7 – Boris Murmann’s ADC Performance Survey [1]
over the 2 last decades and shows clearly that a universal ADC or DAC for RF applications is not for
today or tomorrow. Fig 1.7 presents how challenging could be an ADC for either SDR or sub-6GHz 5G
applications. There is clearly a wall to break and recent evolution cannot fight against physics where
aperture time is struggling with the jitter. That is why, research is focused on proposing solutions at the
system level instead of keeping on running to the wall.
1.2.1 State of the Art
Some researches provides solutions at the system level, either for the receiving or the transmitting path.
The philosophy is to give flexibility at a RF system while respecting RF requirements:
— High-order modulation scheme,
— Large frequency range or wide-band,
— High resolution requirements (Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)),
— Low latency.
Receivers trends
RF receiver state of the art depicts a wide range of research on new RF receivers. The following one is not
exhaustive but presents a selection of circuits that highlight some interesting features. They all achieve
good performance in terms of Dynamic Range (DR) or rejection, power consumption but exhibit how
to challenge limited instantaneous bandwidth and concurrent reception (i.e. their potential to perform
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Nauta [3] Kinget [4] Pamarti [5] Abidi [6] Andrews [7] Harjani [8]
Tuning range 0.1-1GHz 0.2-1GHz 0.1-1GHz 0.08-2.7GHz 0.1-2.4GHz 0-2.5GHz
Instantaneous Bandwidth 35MHz 2MHz 2.5-40MHz 312.5MHz
Gain / Rejection NA / 70dB 36dB / 52dB 23dB / 45dB 72dB/42dB 40-70dB/- 47dB
Power Consumption (mA) 1.6 to 13 26 27 31 0.76
Technology 65nm 65nm 65nm 40nm 65nm 65nm
Table 1.1 – RF receiver State of the Art
a direct carrier aggregation). Nevertheless, ideas presented by the state of the art in Tab. 1.1 pave the
way to revamped approach such as N-path filters [3] [4], time-interleaved (i.e. convolution) [5], noise
cancellation [6], digitally assisted systems [7] or analog signal processing [8]. We can detail 2 approaches
of interest:
— Prof. Bram Nauta proposes in [3] to achieve filtering thanks to N-path filter. Despite this
technique is not new, he was a pioneer to integrate it in a RF Front End. He demonstrated
that we can reach very good performances such as selecting a narrow channel within a wide
frequency range with a good selectivity. His work inspired many researchers and was a starting
point to several improvements at the system level to enhance it as depicted by Prof. Peter
Kinget in [4] and by Prof. Bram Nauta himself in [9],
— Prof. Ramesh Harjani proposes in [8] a disruptive system to select several bands in a wide
range of frequency using analog signal processing thanks to a discrete Fourier Transform. This
approach has demonstrated a low power and highly linear application which is well suited to
RF. This work has been improved by being integrated in a receiver to sense a wide spectrum
and to perform beamforming [10].
Transmitters trends
Tab. 1.2 presents a selected state of the art of transmitters that aim at achieving software radio purpose.
It follows the various type of architectures in function of their flexibility as depicted in Fig. 1.8 extracted
from [2]. A multi-standard transmitter detailed in [11], [12] and [13] plays on direct conversion with
a carrier frequency configuration. [14] exposes a SDR transmitter supporting intra-band dual carrier
aggregated signals. The trend is to generate several bands in parallel and counteract inter-modulation
products by harmonics rejection techniques. Amplification itself is still a main technological bottleneck
if one considers it targets wide band with high efficiency in CMOS technologies.
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Craninckx [12] Sakamoto [11] Hashemi [13] Wang [14]
Tuning range 0.15-6GHz 0.7-2.7GHz 0.05-6GHz 0.1-6GHz
Bandwidth 16MHz 20MHz 40MHz 100MHz
Power Consumption (mW) 100 200 900 103
Technology 130nm 90nm 130nm 65nm
Table 1.2 – RF transmitter State of the Art
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[13] reminds the technical and technological difficulties to reach high bandwidth and high perfor-
mances at a reduced power to ensure a longer battery life, and above all with a low cost solution.
A lot of researches are oriented toward the evolution of wireless transmission architectures in
the direction of flexible solutions.
1.2.2 Directions of research for flexible transmitters
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Figure 1.6: From software defined to software radio transmitters
Yoan VEYRAC, IMS Laboratory - December 2015
Figure 1.8 – Transmitter digital versus a alog c mposition for flexible RF applications
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1.2.2 RF Transceiver design
Going digital at the earliest possible stage is no more the trend. Designing a RF transceiver is first to face
with many circuits such as Power Amplifiers, Oscillators, Filters, Clocks, Analog-to-Digital and Digital-
to-Analog Converters, Modulators (Amplitude, Phase, Frequency Modulation), Demodulators, Mixers,
PLL, Multiplexers, etc. . . As said before, it becomes very complex to consider a complete paradigm
between power, frequency, cost and bandwidth with such a diversity of standards. Software Radio is not
necessarily the grail to get. We believe that RF designers have still their role to play to propose the most
suited circuit for each application. The grail might not be the circuit but the methodology to design it.
When considering the RF system in its whole, we can identify a trade-off in RF circuit design. Fig. 1.9
illustrates the compromise between classical RF architectures and the general purpose one:
— Classical RF architectures: they use well-known techniques such as homodyne, heterodyne,
super-heterodyne architecture. RF designers work actively to integrate the FE efficiently with
the most relevant technology. The methodology is limited in terms of risks but the architecture
is not necessarily optimized for power consumption, die area or over-loaded in calibration
apparatus,
— General purpose RF architecture: it is the ultimate Software Radio system but we can consider
that intermediate SDR systems can be included in. RF constraints are relaxed to the price of
intensive digital signal processing and A/D conversion cost. The system is not optimized for
power consumption and signal processing efficiency.
We envision a trade-off between classical and general purpose RF architectures. The most relevant one
is a full custom RF architecture based on the wireless application. It will determine the power consump-
tion budget, the standard (i.e. modulation), the frequency range, the bandwidth and all the inherent RF
requirements. The underlying goal is to integrate Compressed Sensing (CS) as a matter to receive or
transmit only the relevant information directly at the RF stage to avoid waste of power and time due to
complex signal analysis.
The concept of “relevant information” is about to convert only signal information rather than its full rep-
resentation. Under these conditions, Nyquist rate sampling may no longer offer the optimal digitization
scheme. The trend is to reduce the sampling bandwidth as closely as possible to the signal’s informa-
tion rate while the new class of feature-sampling ADCs called Analog to Information (A2I) converter or
Analog to Feature converter (A2F) reduce the dimensionality of the waveform through analog analytics
to retain only application relevant signal features, with the intention of classifying these features instead
of representing the original waveform.
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Figure 1.9 – Representation of trade-off between classical and general purpose RF architectures
Our design methodology is called Design by Mathematics (DbM). It is divided into 2 parts:
1. A holistic consideration of the circuit:
— IEEE standard (frequency range, bandwidth, modulation scheme, etc ...),
— wireless propagation medium and its properties (attenuation, distance).
2. The signal is converted in the most adequate mathematical base, ideally orthonormal:
— the base is the analog Front End,
— only coefficients are converted and projected in the base.
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Fig. 1.10 presents the differences between a classical and the DbM approaches in the case of 5G and
SDR-like transceivers:
— Wide-band RFFE are similar in both approaches,
— The conversion circuitry is no more a multiple carrier up/down converter but a base imple-
mented in silicon in which coefficients are projected. The frequency generator can be seen as
the family generator in the mathematical meaning,
— Data are no more considered as a digital signal but as information encoded or decoded in
coefficients extracted from or converted in a RF signal thanks to the base.
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Figure 1.10 – Transceivers architecture difference between traditional and DbM approaches
The base is the key to choose the most adequate circuitry. Mathematically: it should be orthonormal and
build by a family provided by the frequency generator. Following algebra rules, we need to define Odd
signals O(x) and Even signals E(x) with a scalar product to orthonormalize the base. Then, we have to
demonstrate the density and verify the Dirichlet theorems to ensure that any “pseudo” periodic function
can be written as the limit of a sum of O(x) and E(x). This will be the confirmation that any RF signal
can be generated using this base. Thus, the base can be implemented in silicon and RF signals will be
converted only thanks to their coefficients.
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1.3 Conclusion
Telecommunication industry claims for new RF architectures. It is faced with a huge diversity of stan-
dards and a constant evolution that impose a design of new RFIC. A decade ago, a concept called Soft-
ware Radio was said to be the grail to reach by proposing a universal circuit to access to large band of the
RF spectrum by moving to digital all the flexibility. This concept arrived to a dead end. The upcoming
5G standard pushes RF designers to develop wide band, low power, high resolution architectures. The
boom of IoT strives RF designers to develop ultra low-power RF circuits. Last but not least, new trends
such as Intra-Body Communications and up-100GHz spectrum access also push RF designers to develop
new RF architectures.
In this chapter, we have discussed about the relevancy of RF architecture design, from its classical way
to the SR one. We assume that there is a trade-off between frequency, either the carrier or the bandwidth,
the power consumption, the technology and the resolution to design the most relevant architecture. A/D
and D/A conversion is still the technological bottleneck to counteract because it cannot support the in-
creasing amount of data, either on the RF or on the digital signal processing sides, or the limited power
at its disposal to be performed.
This is why we propose to revisit the design methodology of RF circuits by introducing the Design by
Mathematics approach. It consists in considering the conversion from baseband to RF in the projection
of coefficients in an orthonormal base. The RF circuit is the orthonormal base and the coefficients
represent the information. Each application will find the most relevant pair of bases and coefficients,
which will give the most appropriate circuit displaying the best performance at the least cost.
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Chapter 2 presents the research led in RF systems during the last decade. It started as an investigation
focused on Software Radio receiver. Then, it was extended to arbitrary waveform generation. 4 kind of
architectures were proposed and divide into 2 families: frequency domain and time domain ones. Each of
it proposes a receiver and a transmitter solution. We have evaluated their efficiency in terms of spectrum
access, power consumption and integration cost. The first family is about Fourier transform: the receiver
implements a Discrete Fourier Transform using analog voltage samples to carry out an instantaneous
image of the RF spectrum. The transmitter is based on a “digital” Fourier transform using Walsh series
in order to investigate on the best trade-off between analog and digital to generate amplified wide-band
signals. The second family is a time domain solution based on derivatives and integrals of a RF sig-
nal. The transmitter, called Riemann Pump, proposes to discretize the integral of a signal by encoding it
thanks to a high-data rate digital stream. The receiver is about to shape the quantification noise using a
feedback loop, called Delta Riemann, to display a direct RF conversion of a signal.
Key words: Sampled Analog Signal Processing, Walsh series, Software Radio, Arbitrary Waveform
Generator, Carrier Aggregation
2.1 Design by Mathematics principles
A RF signal is by nature a sine-wave that varies in amplitude, frequency and phase in time. This sine-
wave is modulated to carry information. It is done by changing its amplitude, its frequency or its phase
thank to slow variations compared to the sine-wave one. Assuming that, we consider that only the enve-
lope carries information and the carrier is useless to convert information to radio-frequency.
In mathematics, an algebra over a field (simply called an algebra) is a vector space equipped with a bilin-
ear product. Thus, an algebra is an algebraic structure, which consists of a set, together with operations
of multiplication, addition, and scalar multiplication by elements of the underlying field, and satisfies the
axioms implied by “vector space” and “bilinear”. We consider that RF signal and signal processing is an
algebra. The vector space is the RF transceiver.
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A vector space is a collection of objects called vectors, which may be added together and multiplied by
numbers, called scalars. An orthonormal family of vector forms a base. With given properties, this base
can describe pseudo-periodic RF signals. Scalars are then called coefficients.
We propose a methodology to convert RF signals to base-band by representing it in the most adapted base
thanks to a set of coefficients. In electronics, we consider that those coefficients carry the information
and the base is the mean of conversion from RF to base-band.Fig. 2.1 depicts how Tx can generate a
signal based on coefficients conversion in a base or how Rx can project RF signal in a base and recover
coefficients.
ADCDAC
coefficients
coordinates
base base
Tx - RF signal generation Rx - RF signal projection
coefficients
coordinates
Figure 2.1 – Symbolic representation of the DbM methology
We can identify some relations between the mathematical description of a RF signal and its RF properties.
It can be listed as follows:
— density: it is the accuracy of the signal description based on the size of the base and its ability
to represent any kind of functions. It will play on the bandwidth, i.e. the wide-band capability,
— coefficient quantification: coefficients are converted from digital to analog. Their resolution
will play on properties such as SNR, SFDR, BER.
The 2 following sections present 4 kind of circuits developed during the last decade as a research prospec-
tive. They are divided in 2 categories: frequency domain and time domain, and each one presents a
transmitter and a receiver. Each solution is detailed by:
— its concept,
— its architecture,
— its simulation,
— its measurements,
— its perspectives.
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2.2 Frequency domain
2.2.1 Sampled Analog Signal Processor Receiver - SASP Rx
This work was initiated in the trend of Software Radio receivers and was the subject of my PhD thesis.
The objective was to design and measure a Sampled Analog Signal Processor (SASP). Its purpose is to
carry out analog operations on discrete voltage samples at RF frequencies. My idea was to relax ADC
constraints and coherently the DSP constraints by decreasing their working frequency as it was and it
is still the main technological bottleneck as both resolution, power consumption and large bandwidth
cannot be achieved at the same time.
We have proposed to interface the antenna and the A/D conversion with an analog signal processor (cf.
Fig. 2.2). Its goal was to work in the frequency domain at RF frequencies to perform operations in the
frequency domain instead of the time domain. Those operations are much easier and thus, less costly
(filtering, mixing, carrier aggregation, ...).
Voice
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Figure 2.2 – SASP receiver system
Concept
Every sampled signal can be expressed using Fourier coefficients by Eq. 2.1.
x(k) =
+∞
∑
n=−∞
cn( f ).exp
(
jnk
2pi
T
)
(2.1)
The SASP processes an analog Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Output carries out the Fourier coeffi-
cients that compose the input signal as described in Eq. 2.2.
X(nsample) =
N−1
∑
k=0
x(k)exp
(− j2pinsamplek
N
)
, nsample = 0,1, · · · ,N−1 (2.2)
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The SASP works as follows (Fig. 2.3):
— RF signals are sampled,
— Voltage samples carries out analog FFT,
— Among thousands of them, only the ones representing the desired RF signal envelope are
selected,
— Selected voltage samples represent the instantaneous in-band cartesian coordinates of signal
envelope.
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Figure 2.3 – Concept of the SASP, analog FFT (a), sample selection (b), A/D conversion (c), constellation
processing (d)
The SASP emphasizes two applications:
— The frequency demodulation: as only the sample contains both phase and amplitude informa-
tion, a direct demodulation of the constellation can be performed [15],
— A native carrier aggregation: the sample selection is not limited to one sample and several
samples, i.e. channels, can be processed at the same time.
Architecture
We have designed a generic architecture to implement the FFT algorithm on a given number of samples
N. Sampling frequency fs is the only parameter to scale FFT accuracy and range. We limit our study to
N = 64 voltage samples, i.e. three stages of analog calculation (Fig. 2.4). This architecture was sufficient
to demonstrate the feasibility, the application and the technological limitations. High level simulation
results have been published in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20].
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Figure 2.4 – SASP Architecture
The demonstration has exhibited main constraints in analog signal processing building blocks such as:
— The Track and Hold (T/H) sampler: it samples the signal and transfers the voltage samples to
the FFT circuit. Sampling is the most important part of the system because the resolution of
the calculation depends on its accuracy,
— Windowing: the range of the data processing is limited by the number of stored samples N and
has an undesired effect on the spectrum. This effect is reduced thanks to a weighting function
called window, here a Hamming window which was hard-wired but would be reprogrammable
for more flexibility,
— Analog operations: delaying, adding and weighting operations on voltage samples bring inac-
curacy such as:
— Delay suffers from leakage in storing capacitors,
— Adding and weighting suffers from distortion because of voltage-to-current conversion.
Measurements
Two demonstrators of the SASP were fabricated respectively in 2008 and 2013. They were using the
65nm CMOS technology from STMicroelectronics. Their die area was pad limited to 1.44mm2 with an
active area of 0.13mm2 (Fig. 2.5). The circuits have been fully characterized and their main characteris-
tics are given by Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.5 – Frequency demodulation, SASPEPA-2008 (a), NIKITA-2013 (b)
Characteristics SASPEPA NIKITA
Technology 65nm CMOS STM 65nm CMOS STM
Die area 1.44mm2 1.44mm2
Maximal fs 1 GHz 2 GHz
RF spectrum covered 0-500 MHz 0-6 GHz
Instantaneous BW 0-500 MHz 0-1 GHz
Power consumption 360mW 97mW
Table 2.1 – SASP performances
Measurements have demonstrated that frequency demodulation can performed using:
— Frequency Modulation (FM): defined by a frequency deviation of fdeviation = 1kHz around a
central frequency of fcarrier = 160.001MHz (Fig. 2.6(a)). fout varies a frequency range from 0
to 2kHz,
— BPSK modulation: bits are encoded through a phase shift of 180 ◦ with a bit rate of 1Mbps.
The output samples representing a ’0’ are reversed compared to a ’1’, thus we can read directly
bits (Fig. 2.6(b)),
— 2-level Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation: bits are encoded at 2 different frequencies
f1 = 160.002MHz and f2 = 160MHz with a bit rate of 1ksps. ’1’ is a 2kHz-signal and ’0’ is a
DC signal (Fig. 2.6(c))
— Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK): either the signal is the RF signal or a zero-signal to encode
bits with a 1kHz-data rate ASK signal (Fig. 2.6(d)).
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Figure 2.6 – Frequency demodulation, FM modulation (a), BPSK modulation (b), FSK modulation (c),
ASK modulation (d)
Fig. 2.7 presents the principle and the measurement of a concurrent reception which is applied to carrier
aggregation. A 2-frequencies signal is carried out by samples ns = 28 and ns = 30. We can notice inter-
ferences in samples ns = 27, ns = 29 and ns = 31 due to the input windowing. All the others samples are
null. Measurements results have been published in [21] [22] [23] [24].
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Figure 2.7 – Concurrent reception, principle (a), measurements (b)
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Fig. 2.8 presents the complete characterization of bins and in a bin in particular. It was measured using
millions of sets thanks to an automatic bench developed for this purpose. It validates the correct address-
ing and behavior of every bin. It was completed with a characterization in temperature (Fig. 2.9). As one
can see, SNR decreases with temperature increasing.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 – Characterisation of a bin, addressing of all bins (a), frequency behavior in a bin (b)
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Figure 2.9 – SASP characterization in temperature
Perspectives
At this day, we can identify several research works in the line of this one such as [8] and [10] used as
systems for instantaneous reception of signal within very large bands.
The work has been pursed with 2 applied scenarii:
— Civil applications: ST Microelectronics has kept financing the investigations on the SASP
performances improvements. 5G is a standard that requires carrier aggregation. The SASP
can receive several channel at the same time within large bandwidth [25]. Some improvement
works on the design of the circuitry have been done to optimize the signal processing [26],
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— Defense applications: Thales Group has financed research work on RADAR application. [27]
[28] [29] [30] present the principle of a frequency detection for this purpose. The goal is to
cancel any interfering signal from 0 to 20GHz+ frequencies, i.e. to localize a signal, identify
its frequency, its magnitude and its modulation scheme as quickly as possible. Analog signal
processing is the relevant answer to low-latency systems as no-conversion and digital signal
processing are avoided to waste time.
2.2.2 Walsh Transmitter - Walsh Tx
This work was initiated in the trend of Software Radio transmitters and was the subject of Dr Nassim
Bouassida’s PhD thesis [31]. The objective was to propose a new type of RF transmitter with very wide
band capabilities such as carrier aggregation purpose.
Concept
The spectral representation of a signal is a sum of harmonics. Thus, one can think that a sum of harmon-
ics can generate arbitrary waveforms. For instance, 3 harmonics are sufficient to approximate a square
wave as depicted in Fig 2.10. Nevertheless, this is hardly feasible in RFIC, such as proposed in Fig. 2.11,
because it would consume a lot of power, surface and would face with various parasitic effects. How-
ever, we thought that a square signal also has a fundamental harmonic and odd harmonics. In integrated
circuits, square signals are relatively straightforward to manage. We decided to investigate on how to
generate a RF signal based on a square signals generation.
Joseph Walsh has proposed a base of square signals to describe any pseudo-periodic signals. This theory
is described in [32]. It is based on Walsh series that are discrete trigonometric functions. It is generated
following an iterative pattern given by Eq. 2.3 where W0 = 1 and n is the order of Walsh.
1
Figure 2.10 – square signal generated with 3 harmonics
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Wn =
(
Wn−1 −Wn−1
Wn−1 Wn−1
)
(2.3)
Square signals sequences are given by each line of the matrix. We can represents those sequences in
time with every line corresponding to a Walsh function. Those functions are named Wal(i), with i = 0
. . . 2OrderWalsh . They are orthonormal and can be splitted into 2 kinds, Cal and Sal, representing the cos-
inus and the sinus for Walsh functions. Thus, we can describe any signal under its Walsh form based
Eq. 2.4. an and bn are the coefficients. Those coefficients represent the signal and are consequently
refreshed no more than the envelope frequency, i.e. the data rate.
x(t) =Wal(0)+
N
∑
n=1
an.Cal(n, t)+bn.Sal(n, t) (2.4)
with N = OrderWalsh2 .
s1s2s3sn
Fourier recombinaison
Algebric operation
f1f2f3fn
Harmonic generator
Figure 2.11 – Harmonics recombination
Architecture
Fig. 2.12(a) presents the system as it is described in details in [33]. It is composed of 3 main parts:
— Squares signal are provided by a mmW frequency synthesis from a PLL. It is a fundamental
block in RF transmission / reception and can therefore be re-used as it is. Square signals are
associated together thanks to logic gates to provide every Walsh function (cf. Fig. 2.12(b)),
— Coefficients are converted from digital to analog and multiplied to Walsh functions,
— Summation of all sequences are performed by differential pairs weighted by their tail-current
sources.
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Figure 2.12 – Walsh system (a), and its associated sequences generation (b)
Compared to classical transmitter architectures, the signal is arbitrary generated which means that in
the case of carrier aggregation, every channel is synchronized to each other. The non-dependence to a
dedicated local oscillator for every channel offers first a robust architecture to asynchronicities and also
a lower silicon footprint.
Our research work was to establish the trade-off between Walsh order, the number of coefficients and
spectrum mask (i.e. modulated signal resolution such as SNR, EVM, etc.). We have demonstrated that
the SNR is similar to the one of a regular DAC and based on the coefficients conversion one. But, the
system is wide band and the coefficients refreshment is the main bottleneck as there are numerous and
only a few are relevant. Thus, the tradeoff lies on identifying the "good" coefficients to convert with high
resolution and the "bad" coefficients with a low impact on signal quality.
The main question is to identify how to address those coefficients. We decide to consider a limited
number of parameters:
— Walsh order: it has to be as low as possible to reduce dimensions of logic glue and number of
coefficients,
— Coefficient binary order: a truncature of coefficient binary code, i.e. a limited resolution for
insignifiant ones.
For instance, simulations have been performed to evaluate the number of coefficients to be addressed
versus the Walsh order in Fig. 2.13. We can assume that:
— Walsh order: Fig. 2.13(a) depicts the percentage of coefficients used in relation with the Walsh
order (here given in log2). Te higher the order is, the lower the percentage is, which means
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that the number of coefficients is relatively constant whatever the order for given specification.
We decide that after an order of 6, i.e. 64 Walsh sequences, resolution is sufficient for our
applications,
— a non-linear behavior in terms of frequency: Fig. 2.13(b) presents the number of coefficients
required among 64 to generate a CW signal at a given frequency. Within a frequency band
from 1.5GHz to 2.5GHz, this number can vary from 1 to 52. Some investigations have demon-
strated that all those coefficients are not necessarily relevant as some of them have small value
compared to others. Quantification would determine a LSB and thus, a truncature threshold
that would reduce the number of active coefficient.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.13 – Percentage of coefficients used versus the Walsh order (a), number of coefficients used
within a large frequency band based on a 64 Walsh sequence architecture (b)
Simulations
The Walsh generator circuit has been designed in the 28nm FD-SOI CMOS technology from STMicro-
electronics. [31] presents the discussion about the trade-off between the Walsh order, the number of
coefficients and their resolution. We have decided the most relevant number of Walsh functions is 64
with a 6-bit coefficients coding. We have simulated its behavior in a 5G scheme presenting its spectrum
and associated eye diagram and EVM as depicted in Fig. 2.15).
The 3 signals are respectively:
— QAM-16 modulated signal at 2.31GHz with a bit rate of 10MS/s,
— QAM-64 modulated signal at 2.33GHz with a bit rate of 10MS/s,
— QPSK modulated signal at 3.58GHz with a bit rate of 25MS/s.
As one can see, Walsh Tx can convert very close bands while keeping very good EVM under 1% despite
the limited number of coefficients.
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Figure 2.14 – Carrier aggregation done by Walsh Tx in frequency
Figure 2.15 – Associated eye diagram and EVM
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Based on the design work, we estimate that:
— The core system would consume around 25mW and has an estimated size of 0.35mm2,
— The Walsh DAC would consume 13.62mW under 1V and its estimated size is 0.2mm2.
Perspectives
At this day, we propose to integrate the Walsh generator in a complete transceiver and investigate on
the relevancy of Walsh base to undergo all the signal processing, such as RF filtering for Rx and pre-
distortion techniques for Tx. The project is detailed in section 4.1.1.
2.3 Time domain
2.3.1 Riemann Pump Tx
An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) architecture was the subject of Dr Yoan Veyrac’s PhD thesis
[2]. We proposed to generate a signal based on its piecewise linear approximation, resulting from the
use of a differential digital coding associated with a suited digital-to-analog converter (DAC), named
here the Riemann Pump. A first version was designed in a GaN technology [34], suited for power ap-
plications and a second version was designed in 65nm CMOS technology, suited for 5G applications [35].
Concept
The purpose of the presented system is to generate arbitrary waveforms up to the GHz range with a low
cost and low consumption solution. The wanted signal is available in a high resolution digital representa-
tion. It is converted in its Riemann form with a specific coding, and then converted in the analog domain
thanks to a pre-determined set of slopes such as presented in Fig. 2.16.
The generation process is implemented as shown in Fig. 2.17. A Digital Signal Processor (DSP) com-
putes the Riemann code (i.e. the slopes index sequence) from the theoretical signal we want to generate.
This code controls switched current sources, in order to generate current steps that are integrated into an
output capacitor, producing a piecewise linear approximation of the wanted signal.
The Riemann Pump principle is detailed in [35]. We have demonstrated that the SNR for a full scale sine
wave is calculated as:
SNRdB ≈ 6.02N+9.03r−7.78+10log10(1− 12N−1 +
1
22N
) (2.5)
In the Eq. 2.5, the dependence of the SNR on the OSR has a double origin. The main effect comes from
the differential coding; any doubling of the sampling frequency divides by 2 the range to be covered by
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Piecewise linear approximation 
with a set of slopes
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Max. frequency: fmax
Analog signal
Resolution: N bits : 2N slopes
Sampling frequency: fs=2r-1. fmax
Digital signal
Figure 2.16 – Riemann Pump Architecture Principle.
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Figure 2.17 – Riemann Pump Architecture (a) and theoretical signal generation (MATLAB) (b).
the quantizer, as well as the quantum. Thus, it generates a factor 6.02r in the SNR, corresponding to a
decrease of the total quantization noise generated. The additional factor 3.01r comes from the filtering
out of the noise lying on the band [ fmax,
fs
2 ]. Considering our application, the OSR is inherently low and
its effect does not mainly depend on the filtering of the out of band quantization noise. The requirements
on the analog output filter are thus relaxed. This topology of digital to analog conversion is optimized for
low OSR applications, in order to cover a large frequency band without a complex and resource intensive
architecture. An optimized noise shaping was proposed in [36], named Noise Shaping Riemann (NSR).
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Architecture
The signal generation process can be formalized as shown in Fig. 2.18. A bandwidth limited analog
signal of maximum frequency fmax can be perfectly described by an ideal digital signal sampled at the
Nyquist frequency ( fs = fnyq) which is worth twice fmax (Nyquist-Shannon theorem). That is to say
the original analog signal can be recovered without any additive noise; provided the digital signal has a
perfect accuracy and the sampling images are ideally filtered. This is theoretically achievable with an
infinite number of bits to code the sampled analog levels. Such a signal would exhibit an infinite signal
to noise ratio (SNR). An actual DA conversion obviously involves a digital signal with a limited number
of bits N to drive the DAC. The overall DA conversion can thus be split into two distinct parts:
— a digital-to-digital (DD) conversion that transforms the ideal digital signal into a resolution-
limited digital signal (which produces quantization noise),
— a DAC together with an additional low pass filter.
Figure 2.18 – Riemann DAC topology.
Schematic
The number of bits of the prototype designed for our research work is limited to 3 bits for measurement
purposes. The maximal switching frequency of this DAC core is 25 GHz, which gives a bandwidth (BW)
larger than 3 GHz with an oversampling factor r of 2 (2.r = fs/2.BW ). Provided the multi-gigahertz tar-
get bandwidth and the typical picofarad range of integrated circuit capacitances, the full scale current
is limited to several hundreds of microamperes to generate output voltages of hundreds of millivolts.
Considering a complete transmitter topology, the Riemann Pump can directly drive an amplifier whose
input impedance is capacitive, which is most often the case in CMOS technology. It provides an inherent
wide-band operation while avoiding any cumbersome matching network at the input of the amplifier. A
prototype of the Riemann Pump was designed in a 65 nm CMOS technology from TSMC. A simplified
version of the transistor-level schematic view of the circuit is presented in Fig. 2.19.
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3.2.2 Core pump circuit design
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Figure 3.15: Schematic view of the core Riemann Pump in CMOS technology
The overall circuit is presented in Fig. 3.15. Its sizing and design start from the output stage,
namely the PPA.
3.2.2.1 Pre-Power Amplifier (PPA)
The PPA is a simple differential pair with 50Ω loads (Fig. 3.16). The target is to ensure a differ-
ential 1 Vpp output voltage on those loads. The size of the transistors is thus set in accordance
with this goal. The size of the switches sets the output capacitance of the current pump. The
normalized capacitance of those transistors is plotted versus frequency in Fig. 3.17.
Yoan VEYRAC, IMS Laboratory - December 2015
Figure 2.19 – Riemann Pump sche at c
Simulations
The ability of the system to handle concurrent transmission is demonstrated with a combination of 3
modulated signals distributed over the [0 - 3 GHz] band corresponding to several standards with their
characteristics
— QPSK modulated signal at 900MHz with a bit rate of 10Mbps.
— QPSK modulated signal at 2.45GHz with a bit rate of 20MS/s,
— QAM-16 modulated signal at 2.6GHz with a bit rate of 40MS/s,
The spectra of the composite signals corresponding to the sum of the 3 modulated signals reconstructed
with respectively the Riemann and the NSR coding scheme are displayed in Fig. 2.20 [36]. One can
notice that for the Riemann conversion, the noise floor is flat over the whole band. Nevertheless, the
noise floor exhibits a high pass characteristic for the NSR; it is not uniformly distributed over the whole
band but it turns out lower than the Riemann case in the band of interest. The 3 signals are demodu-
lated independently for the two conversions. We only observe their respective eye diagram and EVM
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in Fig. 2.21. The obtained EVM values for the Riemann conversion are around 1%, which is far below
the requirements for the most common standards. There is room for the command circuit and the power
amplification imperfections.
Figure 2.20 – Carrier aggregation: spectrum
Figure 2.21 – Carrier aggregation: eye diagram
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Measurements
Several campaigns of measurements have been performed such as in [37]. Our target was to demonstrate
the ability to generate a multi-carrier signal over a large bandwidth. Device under test (DUT) is shown
in Fig. 2.22. We present here a limited number of relevant measurements.
Figure 2.22 – Device Under Test from chip to bench
We generate various signals from 700MHz to 2.68GHz to demonstrate the feasibility of four different
carriers with three modulation schemes. The Fourier Transform of this multi-carrier signal is depicted in
Fig. 2.23. The 4 signals are respectively:
— A: Continuous sine-Wave (CW) at 623MHz,
— B: GMSK modulated signal at 700MHz with a bit rate of 1MS/s,
— C: QAM4 modulated signal at 2.12GHz with a bit rate of 10MS/s,
— D: QAM16 modulated signal at 2.68GHz with a bit rate of 50MS/s.
5G standard implies to reach data rate of several hundred of MS/s. QAM4 represents the kind of mod-
ulation scheme used for 5G which will be by extension QAM64 to QAM256. We decide to limit our
measurements to QAM4 because of a limited size of FPGA memory which is not compatible with higher
complexity of modulation scheme.
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Figure 2.23 – Fourier Transform of a multi-carrier signal with (A) sinusoidal signal, (B) GMSK, (C)
QAM4 and (D) QAM16 modulated signals
A characterization of frequency behavior of QAM4 for several data rate is depicted in Fig. 2.24 with a
carrier frequency of 2.6GHz. The bandwidth increases with the data rate from several MHz to hundreds
of MHz. Spurs located at 500 MHz around the carrier frequency are artefacts due to post digital signal
processing and has no link with any chip imperfection.
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Figure 2.24 – Fourier Transform of QAM4 modulated signal using different data rates
A focus is made on a QAM16 measurements at 2.6GHz in Fig. 2.25(a) and 2.25(b). As one can see, eye
diagram exhibits good shape and EVM remains acceptable under 16%.
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Figure 2.25 – Constellation associated with eye diagram of QAM16 modulated signal at 2.6GHz with a
data rate of 50MS/s (a) (b).
Perspectives
At this day, we have made the complete demonstration and characterization of this architecture. Its
transfer to the industry is supported by the University of Bordeaux with a proposition to extend inves-
tigations to a complete integration of the digital and the analog part. The digital part would sustain
dedicated digital-to-digital conversion and a high-data rate conversion based on multiplexing to control
the Riemann Pump. Last but not least, those research opened the way for a receiver solution detailed in
section 2.3.2.
2.3.2 Delta Riemann - Breda Rx
.
This work was proposed in the continuity of the Riemann Pump Tx. This idea was to investigate on a
receiver using the same conversion scheme, which was named Delta-Riemann Rx and nicknamed Breda.
There is no PhD thesis nor project associated to it but preliminary results have been published in [38].
Concept
The circuit quantifies the RF signal derivative. We code the derivative by comparing a sampled input
signal with a limited set of slopes like for the Riemann Pump. For instance, if we consider 2 input sam-
ples, x(k) and x(k+1), that correspond to the interval t = [x(k),x(k+1)]. The derivative is calculated as
follows in Eq. 2.6:
D(k) =
y(k+1)− y(k)
x(k+1)− x(k) (2.6)
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Then, we discretize the slope by quantifying it. It leads to convert into digital the derivative as depicted
in Fig. 2.26 where the slope will be approximated among a set of predetermined values representing the
meaningful slopes that compose the derivative signal.
This concept is depicted in Fig. 2.27. It exhibits the original signal, the quantized derivative and the
reconstructed signal. It is possible to observe that the reconstructed signal is close to the original one.
y(k+1)
y(k)
x(k+1)x(k)
Figure 2.26 – Basic Delta-Riemann ADC
Figure 2.27 – Basic Delta-Riemann ADC
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Architecture
Fig. 2.28 presents the architecture. First, the reference signal R(t) is subtracted from the input signal
A(t) resulting in a differentiated signal D(t). Next, this differentiated signal is quantized into a N-bit
code Q(t). Then, at a sampling clock transition, this signal is then latched as L[k]. The latch works as
a sample and hold stage and at the sampling clock transition, its output changes switching the Riemann
Pump internal current sources to the new sampled code. Finally, the Riemann Pump capacitive load will
then integrate the new resulting internal current i(L[k]) for a whole sampling period (here Ts) generating
a new reference value R(t). At the new sampling clock transition, the reference value R(t + T s) will
be close to the value of input signal A(t) at the beginning of the previous sampling period. Those five
septs are performed within a whole sampling period Ts: delta signal generation, quantization, latching,
Riemann Pump switching and Riemann Pump integration. Due to the high GHz sampling frequencies,
the sampling period is very short (for instance, 40 ps for a 25GHz sampling frequency).
Riemann 
Pump
Analog
input
Q(t)
N-bit latch
Sampling Clock
Digital 
output
A(t) D(t)
R(t)
L[k]
Figure 2.28 – Basic Delta-Riemann ADC
As the Delta-Riemann Rx integrates a Riemann Pump, we have decided to keep the same parameters as
the ones chosen in the prototype presented here below, i.e. 3-bit encoding and a sampling frequency at
25GHz.
Simulations
The Delta-Riemann is simulated in MATLAB using the sub-6GHz 5G standard with 10 carriers, each
of it modulated with a bandwidth of 20MHz. The bit sequences of each carrier were then demodulated
and the quality of signal in each channel evaluated. The resulting reconstructed signal power spectrum
is shown in Fig. 2.29. Some spectral leakage is present due the non-coherent sampling resulting in a non
flat noise floor. The noise floor is between -40 dB and -50 dB. Since the carrier frequencies present a
power spectral density close to 0 dB, the minimal SFDR is near 40 dB.
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Figure 2.29 – Spectrum of Reconstructed signal - 10 aggregated channels
Since the Delta-Riemann Rx degrades as the overall internal delay increases, it may produce demodu-
lation errors. A QAM16 signal composed of a bit sequence for 256 symbols at a data rate of 10 MS/s
was tested for different internal delays. The demodulated constellation is then normalized, rotated and
scaled. The results in terms of error vector magnitude (EVM) are presented in Fig. 2.30 for 2 delays,
respectively 20ps and 30ps. The EVM for dispersion was obtained in reference of the mean constellation
IQ values received for each symbol. According the results, the Delta-Riemann Rx produces a distortion
that increases as the internal delay increases.
Perspectives
At this day, there is no demonstration of the Delta Riemann - Breda Rx. As for the Riemann Pump, a
complete integration of both the analog and the digital part would motivate investigation either in circuit
design or in signal processing.
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Figure 2.30 – Normalized constellations after rotation and scaling
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented the concrete application of the concept of Design by Mathematics. It has been
applied in 2 domains, frequency and time ones, with both a receiver and a transmitter solution. For
each of them, our investigations focused on the proposition of an architecture and its integration. The
architecture illustrates the principle of a base integrated in a chip and the use of coefficients converting
the information to RF. We have demonstrated some potential applications listed as follows:
— Sampled Analog Signal Processor (SASP): carrier aggregation for 5G standard and RADAR
application with low-latency signal processing,
— Walsh Tx: direct carrier aggregation and amplification for 5G standard,
— Riemann Pump Tx: arbitrary waveform generator for IoT application and 5G standard,
— Delta Riemann - Breda Rx: wide-band ADC for IoT application and 5G standard.
Perpectives of research would be to carry those demonstrators to a more-advanced development such
as a more detailed modeling, simulation and demonstration to reach RF specifications. This could be
done by adding noise considerations, especially in very advanced technologies, and interferer rejection,
especially when very wide band are concerned. Last but not least, as the point of view changed from
traditional way of conversion to a coefficient-based one, it could be interesting to propose a dedicated
digital signal processing using the coefficient and not necessarily a conventional one.
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Chapter 3 presents our research work on architecture dedicated to health applications. It starts with the
design of a MEMS interface, called Corona Tx, for blood pressure measurement from sensing to trans-
mission using IBC standard. The chip has been designed to sense a capacitive variation and encode
and transmit it by RF thanks to a full analog circuit. The second work, called WiBio Rx, was performed
to convert ECG signals with an investigation on the sparsity to adapt the converter architecture. The
choice of an LC-ADC was made to design and simulate the system. The last work is about a new tech-
nique of communication within the human body using ultrasounds. Our research purpose is to analyze
the relevancy of ultrasounds as a mean of wireless link within the body to setup a complete network. As
demonstrated, it is twice more efficient and paves the way to explore the design of circuits dedicated to
this new communication scheme.
Key words: analog interface, health monitoring, LC-ADC, sparsity, ultrasounds, intra-body communi-
cations.
The work on Intra-Body Communications (IBC) has been initiated in 2013. The purpose was to jeop-
ardize what was commonly found in the literature by redefining the paradigm of communication of the
Human body by taking into account its nature. Ultra-low power electronics is mandatory and thus, ded-
icated integrated circuits must be designed. We investigate solutions that adapt the analog-to digital
conversion or avoid completely this conversion. Last but not least, the propagation medium is not neces-
sarily relevant for RF and its specificity must be taken into account leading to the use of ultrasounds.
3.1 Wireless Sensor Interface - Corona Tx
This work was initiated in partnership with Monash University in Prof. Jean-Michel Redoute research
group. Our goal was to develop an ultra low-power integrated interface for capacitive and resistive
MEMS and sensors, intended for use in biomedical applications. Medical implant technologies are in-
creasingly used in routine medical monitoring of patients health and performance: indicators such as
blood pressure, pulse rate and temperature provide useful information to medical practitioners, leading
to real-time patient diagnoses. Monash University has developed a MEMS to measure blood pressure
and we need to convert information from the MEMS to transmit it using RF.
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Concept
The design of wireless biomedical implants is subject to strict constraints on power consumption, size
and reliability. Many designs for biomedical sensor interfaces utilise an architecture requiring input in-
strumentation amplifiers, analog to digital converters, and a clock, carrier and modulation generating
circuits [39]. The wireless transmission in an implant is the most power hungry component. For this
reason, we wanted to improve the efficiency of data transmission in implant’s power performance. We
started by prototyping a system in COTS presented in [40].
Figure 3.1 – Corona System View
The interface encodes sensed data from a MEMS blood pressure sensor and transmits UWB (Ultra Wide-
Band) pulses without any analog to digital conversion. This reduces dramatically the power consumption.
We have decided to convert the capacitive and resistive variations of the MEMS pressure sensor to pulses
using UWB communication link respecting standard [41].
Architecture
The system achieves a capacitance to time conversion with 10fF resolution. A DC current source IBIAS
is used to create a linear voltage ramp (Vin) across a capacitive sensor Csensor such as depicted in Eq. 3.1
and in Fig. 3.2. When the ramp crosses a reference voltage (VREF ), the capacitor is discharged and the
comparator switches states. The discharge time of the capacitor can be varied using a delay circuit con-
trolled by a voltage input ’Switching Time Control’ (SWT in Fig. 3.2). As the value of Csensor changes
(∆Csensor), the time taken by each voltage ramp also changes (∆t).
∆Vin =
IBIAS.∆t
Csensor +∆Csensor
(3.1)
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Figure 3.2 – Proposed architecture
IBIAS has been designed equal to 500nA with VREF equal to 1V for a time difference between samples
(i.e. edges between when the comparator has switched) equal to 90.4ns corresponding to a MEMS ca-
pacitance variation of 45.2fF. Those choices corresponds to 1mmHg as described in the literature. We
add a clock divider, constructed by chaining D-flip-flops, to increase the reliability of measurement by
allowing the output to switch only once for several charge/discharge cycles. This reduces the transmitted
power and averages the capacitance and current source and reducing the effect of high frequency noise.
The value of the divider chosen equal to 2048, resulting in a chain of 11 D-flip-flops.
A UWB signal must have either a bandwidth higher than 500 MHz, or more than 20 % of the centre
frequency [41]: the presented interface has been tuned to operate in the low band channel 1 (i.e. below
1 GHz). An UWB signal is transmitted at every edge on the output of the divider. A delay module
controlled by the voltage ’Pulse Number Control’ (PNC in Fig. 3.2) is used to alter the length of the
UWB transmission. At all other times the UWB circuitry is off. The UWB pulses are produced with a
current starved ring oscillator (Fig. 3.3). The frequency and width of the individual pulses are controlled
by the input voltages ’Pulse Frequency’ (PF) and ’Pulse Width’ (PW). These voltage inputs control the
bandwidth of the output, and can be used to minimize the power consumption of the system. The UWB
signal is then buffered and driven to the off-chip antenna.
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Figure 3.3 – Schematic of the pulse train generator
Measurements
The circuit was designed and fabricated in the UMC 0.18 µm CMOS process such as depicted in Fig. 3.4
and published in [42]. In order to replicate a capacitive MEMS pressure sensor, a digitally controlled
internal capacitor bank was integrated on-chip. It has a resolution of 9 bits, with 10fF as the LSB, giving
it a range of 0-5.12 pF. The circuit area including the capacitor bank occupies 230 × 230 µm2: the circuit
without the capacitor bank occupies 215 × 50 µm2.
Figure 3.4 – Photograph of the die
Fig. 3.5(a) shows the measured voltage ramp across the sensor capacitance: the figure shows that the
system behaves as expected, by discharging the sensor capacitance during a configurable delay time
once the voltage across Csensor exceed the reference voltage. The linearity of the system was obtained by
measuring the effect of changes in capacitance on the time between pulses at the output of the divider.
This measurement combined non-linearities in the voltage ramp and in the capacitor bank. On average,
the time between pulses increased by 5.146µs for every 10fF difference in capacitance. The initial offset
of 489.85µs corresponds to the residual capacitance formed by the bondpad, bondwire and IC pin. The
measured integral non-linearity (INL) of the system was 70.3uS, corresponding to an error of 136.6fF
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(13.66LSBs). This value is less relevant than the differential non-linearity (DNL), as it can be eliminated
by calibrating the input values based on the known variation in capacitance. The maximum differential
non-linearity of the system was 8.87µs, or 1.73LSBs. This corresponds to an error of 17.3fF. As the sen-
sitivity for the implantable capacitive pressure sensor is 45.2fF/mmHg, the error is within an acceptable
range. The corresponding effective number of bits (ENOB) for this system is 8.1.
The pulse frequency and pulse width of the system were tuned to produce a wide spectrum (Fig. 3.5(b)).
Measurements at the output of the circuit showed significant frequency components up to 4.5 GHz
(Fig. 3.6(a)). The UWB transmission capability was tested by connecting matched UWB antennas,
separated by 5 cm (Fig. 3.6(b)). With filtration, the transmitted signal complies with IEEE standard
802.15.6-2012 [41], low band channel 1 (center frequency 3993.6 MHz).
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Figure 3.5 – Measured voltage ramp across the sensor capacitance, (a), Measured pulse train tuned to
have a wide spectrum, (b)
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The average power consumption of the system was 200nW at the minimum sample rate of 8.2Hz. At
37Hz, the system consumed 1.04µW. At a higher sample rate of 105Hz, the system consumed 4.75µW.
At the maximum sample rate of 575Hz, the system consumed 59.8µW.
Perspectives
A second circuit was fabricated using a new sampling scheme related to the one used in section 2.3.2
in order to reduce more the power consumption. The results are presented in [43]. Nevertheless, the
chip was never co-integrated with the sensor to fully experiment its application to blood pressure in-vivo
measurement.
3.2 ECG Converter - WiBio Rx
This work aimed at investigating on the conversion of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals for its wireless
transfer. We have designed a system by optimizing the conversion based on the signal properties to
alleviate the energy cost of information transfer, as a biosignal-dependent design methodology for the
LC-ADC. We performed this work in collaboration with SUPCOM (Tunis, Tunisia) with the PhD thesis
of Dr Mariam Tlili [44].
Concept
Many efforts focus on reducing power consumption of non-invasive measurement systems such as:
— Realizing architectural optimizations of the analog front-end design such as turning on the
ADC by means of a low-power control strategy or using ultra-low power miniaturized elec-
trodes to save energy [45, 46],
— the digital ECG compression and encoding after analog-to-digital conversion [47]. Transform
methods [48, 49], are among the most commonly used compression techniques. Optimized
parameters benefit from time-domain sparsity to provide accurate compressed representation
of original data,
— an hybrid solution realizing architectural optimizations by means of sampling methods that
rely on the sampled signal sparsity [50].
We propose an alternative solution based on designing a level-crossing ADC (LC-ADC) to efficiently
sample analog ECG signals. According to Nyquist theorem, the uniform sampling rate should be higher
than twice the maximal frequency of the signal bandwidth. Thus, with slow ECG amplitude variations in
time domain, as depicted in Table 3.1, redundant data are acquired when the signal is uniformly sampled
at the Nyquist frequency. In contrast, the level-crossing analog-to-digital converter (LC-ADC) is inactive
in slow-changing intervals which avoids unnecessarily acquired data.
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Wave/Segment Amplitude (mV ) Duration (s)
P 0.2 - 0.25 0.08 - 0.1
QRS Q : 0.05 , R : 2.5 0.04 - 0.1
T 0.1 - 0.5 0.35 - 0.43
PR - 0.12 - 0.2
ST - 0.05 - 0.15
Table 3.1 – Normal ECG temporal and amplitude waves characteristics.
Architecture
Fig. 3.7 depicts the LC-ADC architecture. It is composed of two comparators, two DACs, a window-
update stage, an output-selection stage and a time-tracking stage. The input signal, ECGin, is compared
to voltage levels, V+ and V−, at continuous time. Meanwhile, the time duration between two consec-
utive level-crossing events is computed at a constant counter clock frequency, FC. As long as ECGin is
between V− and V+, the outputs of both comparators are low and the LC-ADC elementary circuits, at
the exception of the time-tracking stage, are inactive. Once the input signal moves outside this range,
one of the comparators’ outputs, INC for increment or DEC for decrement, is set to the logical value ′1′
and the entire circuit is active. Consequently, the window-update stage modifies the digital values S1 and
S2 of V+ and V− using two identical accumulators. Precisely, when V+ level is crossed, accumulators’
outputs are incremented by 1. Therefore, V+ and V− are also shifted by a factor q defined in (3.2) where
FS is the LC-ADC full scale and M is the DAC’s resolution. In the opposite situation, accumulators’
outputs and the reference levels are decreased by 1 and q, respectively.
q =
FS
2M
(3.2)
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Figure 3.7 – LC-ADC architecture.
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The SNR expression of the LC-ADC is given in (3.3) where P(ECGin) is the power of the input signal,
P(dECGin/dt) is the power of the input signal’s derivative with respect to time t, and FC is the counter
clock frequency [51].
SNR = 10log10
(
12P(ECGin)
P( dECGindt )
)
+20log10(Fc) (3.3)
In this expression, the SNR is a function of the properties of the input signal and the counter clock fre-
quency and does not depend on the LC-ADC resolution unlike conventional ADCs. Doubling FC leads
to a 6-dB increase of the SNR. Ideally, infinite increase of the counter clock frequency leads to an infinite
increase of the SNR . . .
We mainly focused on the LC-ADC design parameters for ECG sampling. It is based on the choice of
the full scale, FS, the counter clock frequency, FC, the counter resolution, N, and the quantization step,
q. The quality of the reconstructed ECG was our metrics. We used temporal signal-to-distortion ratio
(S/D) which is widely used in this application [52] as given in (3.4) or the percentage root-mean-square
difference (PRD) as in (3.5).
S/D = 10log10
 ∑Ln=1 (ECGin(n)−ECGin)2
∑Ln=1
(
ECGin(n)− ÊCGout(n)
)2
 (3.4)
where ECGin is the vector of L samples which models the input analog signal, ECGin is the mean of
ECGin vector and ÊCGout is the reconstructed signal.
PRD = 10−
S/D
20 +2 (3.5)
Signals with PRDs lower than 9 %, respectively with S/Ds higher than 21 dB, are good quality signals
and can be medically interpreted. Thus, the optimal choice is the 8-bit resolution and using equation
(3.2), the quantization step is equal to 39.1 µV . Specifications are detailed in Table 3.2. We designed the
LC-ADC as presented in Fig. 3.8 following the methodology presented in Fig. 3.9.
Specification Value
Maximal slope 290.6 mV/s
Minimal slope 0.0962 mV/s
Dynamic range [-5,5] mV
Bit resolution 8 bits
Counter clock frequency 10 kHz
Counter resolution 12 bits
Table 3.2 – LC-ADC design parameters.
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Simulations
The designed LC-ADC model was simulated by evaluating 75 real ECG records from Physionet databases.
The test signals are chosen with different shapes, amplitude ranges, slopes and pathologies to assess ro-
bustness of the LC-ADC against ECG waveforms variations [44]. Fig. 3.10.a gives simulation results.
The converter achieves S/D and PRD values that vary from 23 dB to 38.52 dB and from 1.18 % to 7 %,
respectively, which reflect good signals’ quality. Furthermore, the distribution density of these results,
given in Fig 3.10.b, shows that 71 % of the converted signals have S/D at least 6 dB higher than 21 dB.
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Figure 3.10 – LC-ADC simulation results using 75 real ECG records.
We have included analog components’ errors in the LC-ADC model and simulated using the same ECG
signals. The highest degradations in terms of S/D and its equivalent PRD are obtained for the highest
simulated offset voltages when added to both comparators as summarized in Table 3.3. As a matter of
fact, good signal quality is maintained with values of the S/D and PRD ranging between 23.74 dB to
34.47 dB and from 1.89 % to 6.5 %, respectively.
We have enriched the LC-ADC model with DACs non-linearities using a polynomial function of degree,
d, which generates voltages shifted by at most ±mq from the ideal values with m equal to 1. The poly-
nomial function was defined in [53], with the extraction of the maximal and minimal errors, INLmax and
INLmin. The function was designed as accurate but minimized as possible to lower the complexity of the
DAC’s model. Finally, the retained degree to model the non-linear function of the DAC is d=8.
We analyzed the impact of non-linearity errors on LC-ADC performances for identical DACs by measur-
ing the maximal differential non-linearity, |DNL|max. Table 3.4 summarizes the highest computed S/D
and PRD degradations regarding the time-quantization based LC-ADC model results. S/D degradations
Signal S/D (dB) S/D degradation (dB) PRD (%) PRD degradation (%)
ECG3 29.05 2.45 3.53 0.87
ECG9 32.85 1.65 2.27 0.39
ECG27 23.74 1.76 6.50 1.20
ECG42 34.47 2.46 1.89 0.47
ECG52 32.58 4.19 2.35 0.90
ECG63 26.09 2.41 4.96 1.20
Table 3.3 – LC-ADC simulation results with offset voltage errors equal to 0.25 of q.
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Signal S/D (dB) S/D degradation (dB) PRD (%) PRD degradation (%) |DNL|max (mV )
ECG3 27.30 4.20 4.30 1.64 0.182 q
ECG9 25.17 9.33 5.51 3.63 0.159 q
ECG27 20.11 5.39 9.87 4.47 0.182 q
ECG42 32.50 4.43 2.37 0.95 0.36 q
ECG52 31.35 5.42 2.70 1.25 0.182 q
ECG63 21.54 6.96 8.37 4.61 0.182 q
Table 3.4 – LC-ADC simulation results with non-linearity errors in the interval ±q.
vary from 4.2 dB to 9.33 dB which are equivalent to PRD degradation values from 0.95 % and 4.61 %
where |DNL|max is lower than 0.36 q. Only one tested signal has almost good quality due to non-linearity
errors with S/D approximately 1 dB below the minimal limit of S/D and a PRD value slightly above 9 %.
Perspectives
All the blocks have been designed using 0.18µm CMOS technology from UMC but the circuit was not
fabricated. The evaluated performances in simulation pave the way to relevant real measurements of
ECG signals with a low power consumption and robustness against analog components’ errors.
3.3 IBC using Ultrasounds - UTRx
This work was initiated by remarks on Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN). It is used for wire-
less health monitoring and WBAN technology envisions a network of continuously operating sensors,
which measure critical physical and physiological parameters such as heart rate or glucose concentra-
tion. Wireless connectivity in WBAN technology is key to its success and despite RF technology has
been successfully deployed in most WBAN implementations, the latter consume a lot of battery power
and have security issues, and the frequencies of interest are not at all suited to propagate in a body.
Thus, we jeopardize RF communications for health monitoring and we have started investigating ultra-
sounds has a good candidate for wireless communication in the body. We propose to design an ultra-
sound transceiver (UTRx) for IBC. This work has been initiated in collaboration with Victoria University
in Australia [54] [55] [56].
Concept
We propose IBC as an alternative to WBAN. The human body is composed of 60 to 70% of water. Wa-
ter is not at all compliant for propagation of neither high frequency electro-magnetic waves nor light
waves as depicted in Fig 3.11(a). Human body modeling covers various levels of heterogeneous mod-
eling. The granularity found in the literature starts from the skin to complex models involving muscles,
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bones, veins. It presents experimental measurements of the frequency and time domain responses in
order to investigate the transmission characteristics of the human body as a conductor. On the other hand
solely high frequencies are considered, as they are known to efficiently propagate in the air, while they
are unsuited to propagate within the body. That is why we propose ultrasounds as IBC in the human
body as the signal propagation medium to create a network of sensors (cf. Fig. 3.11(b)). This network
could collect data from all sensors and send it to a unique RF gateway node. This node will act as a
‘hub’, concentrating IBC and offering a wireless interface to the external world, thanks to a Near Field
Communication (NFC) link or any other approach suited to the issue. Therefore, the channel used for
ultrasounds wireless communications will rely on a physical vector made of flesh, blood and bones, and
no longer with air, which is disruptive for telecommunications behaviors.
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Figure 3.11 – Electromagnetic waves absorption within human body, (a), IBC sensor network (b)
Our research aimed at investigating IBC by determining, modeling and using at its best the medium in
the case of ultrasonic wave for such a link in terms of frequency, bandwidth, power consumption, and
radiated power to the set up of a global in-vivo ultrasounds network.
First experimental measurements
We have started our first experimentation by characterizing experimentally the propagation of ultra-
sounds in biological medium such as meat or cheese to better understand the paradigm IBC ultrasounds
communications. We have selected several transducers in a wide frequency range, from 40 kHz to 5
MHz and then develop our test bench with a transmitter, a receiver, a meat coupler and all the required
measurement tools.
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Material Density (Kg/m3) Speed of propagation (m/s)
Air 1.225 343.99
Water 1000 1500
Fat 937 1479
Bone (Skull) 1738 2770
Muscle 1070 1566
Table 3.5 – Speed of propagation in different material
Measurement of the speed of a wave through a biological medium requires the animal meat specimens
to be cut to particular dimensions using two ultrasonic transducers placed at each of the narrow ends, Set
one end as the transmit transducer (source) (cf. Fig.3.12(a)) and the other as a receive transducer (point)
(cf. Fig. 3.12(b)), connect the source to a signal generate trigger monostable (pulse mode), then connect
the point receive transducer to a fast recording device such as a digital storage scope.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12 – Resonant circuit, (a), Ultrasonic Receiver circuit (b)
Fig. 3.13 exhibits the measurement setup. First measurements are performed only trough air to validate
the functionality of the setup. Fig. 3.14(a)) displays the flight time measured between the transmitter
and the receiver. The experiment is repeated with different distance. The average propagation speed ex-
tracted from those measurements is 343.05m/s (cf. Fig.3.14(b)), which is consistent to wave propagation
through air (343.99m/s, cf. Table 3.5).
The experimental comparisons between ultrasonic and RF wave propagation involved comparing the
propagation time and attenuation between the two technologies. Propagation time was taken as a mea-
sure of flight time between the leading edges of the source and point pulses through a prepared cut of
pork 30x30x150mm.
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Figure 3.13 – Picture of meat in the setup measurement platform for both RF and Ultrasonic propagation
analysis
The average speed of ultrasonic signal propagation of the pork meat sample was C = 1465.91m/s. From
the published figures, the speed of propagation indicates the sample had a composition near fat 1479m/s
and muscle 1560m/s. Variations can be explained by the mix of fat and muscle in the meat sample.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.14 – Flight time measurement between Transmitter and Receiver (a), Extrapolation of Speed of
Propagation in Air (b).
The plotted data RF vs Ultrasonic comparison is presented in Fig. 3.15). It indicates that ultrasonic trans-
mission suffers considerable less signal attenuation than RF at 300KHz, due to the water content of the
meat sample.
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Figure 3.15 – RF vs Ultrasonic attenuation in human body in function of distance
Ultrasounds Modeling in Human Body
After measurement, we tried to find a theoretical model of a non-linear ultrasonic wave propagation to
apply to Human body. We have introduced mathematical tools required to understand theoretically a
non-linear ultrasonic wave propagation and detailed parameters required to simulate an ultrasonic wave
propagation in biological medium with muscle as case of study.
Ultrasounds are mechanical and elastic waves. There are two types of waves:
— Longitudinal bias or compression wave: this bias corresponds to a particles displacement along
the propagation axis.
— Transverse polarisation or shear wave: this bias corresponds to a particles displacement per-
pendicular to the propagation axis.
We have decided to only consider longitudinal waves as explained in [57]. By solving and understanding
waves propagation equations, we have extracted the acoustic pressure and a specific acoustic impedance.
Consequently, two fields of wave propagation can be identified: the far field and the near field such as
depicted in Fig. 3.16).
Simulation results provided in Fig. 3.17 allow to identify the near field and the far field. The location of
the last maximum of this curve is usually taken as the limit between the near field and the far field. We
have assumed that it is the most suited trade-off in terms of distance to receive or transmit a signal because
of its maximum of magnitude. In the far field, fluctuations vanish and side lobes appear (cf Fig. 3.18).
We can deduce the propagation channel width which is, for a 10MHz transmitter with 1cm radius, 2.3cm.
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Figure 3.16 – Near Field and Far Field
Figure 3.17 – The axial intensity as a function of
distance in the vicinity of a vibrating transmitter
Figure 3.18 – Modeling of side lobes of ultra-
sonic wave in the far field ( f = 10MHz, β =
1.09, a = 1cm, c = 1569m.s−1, z = 50cm)
We have enriched the model by considering a propagation in homogeneous and isotropic medium with
the case of study of muscle. Muscle is characterized by different parameters such as velocity, absorption
coefficient and volumetric mass density. The transducer is defined by its radius, its form and its bend.
All of these parameters are defined in Table 3.6.
Most modeling software suffer from errors and mismatching in the near field and especially at the trans-
ducer interface. The Michigan State University has developed a software, FOCUS, which performs
calculation very quickly with the same accuracy than the other softwares [58]. Simulation results are
exhibited in Fig. 3.19. FOCUS allows us to identify easily near field and far field in muscle and depict
the presence of side lobes.
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Emitter Medium
shape circular c 1569m.s−1
radius 6.5mm α 1.09dB.cm−1.MHz−1
bend 0 ρ 1.184kg.m−3
Table 3.6 – Characteristics of the transmitter and muscular medium
Figure 3.19 – Modeling of ultrasonic wave propagation in muscle ( f = 10MHz, radius = 1cm)
Second experimental measurements
An experimental protocol has been established in order to measure near field and far field in muscle
(here a piece of meat used as phantom). We have designed a bench with a transmitter placed in a fixed
position and a receiver placed on a mobile platform, which can be adjusted in the X and Z directions
(cf. Fig. 3.20). This platform can move by step of 1µm. Measurements are performed through air to
validate the correct operability of the setup (cf. Fig. 3.21). We used a 40kHz-transmitter and receiver.
The frequency of 40kHz was chosen to highlight easily the exponentially attenuation of the pressure.
The measurements results are plotted in Fig. 3.22. It shows the frontier between the two fields and the
presence of side lobes in the far field.
Perspectives
At this day, we have gathered a sufficient amount of data to setup more advanced research. A PhD work
is under its way to design a Transmitter-Receiver front-end for an integrated ultrasonic transducer. It will
be part of a project detailed in section 4.2.
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Figure 3.20 – Setup measurement platform for Ultrasonic propagation analysis
Figure 3.21 – Experimental measurements of an
ultrasonic wave propagation in air ( f = 40kHz,
radius = 6.5mm)
Figure 3.22 – Experimental measurements of
an ultrasonic wave propagation in muscle ( f =
40kHz, radius = 6.5mm)
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented our research on IBC. We have investigated several parts of electronics that are
brought into play in the Human body. First, an interface for an embedded sensor was designed to achieve
the conversion from the bio-signal to its transmission by RF. We have reduced the power consumption
by proposing a pure analog system for a direct conversion, avoiding any digital signal processing. Then,
we worked on ECG and its mathematical representation to adapt an analog-to-digital architecture to the
sparsity nature of this signal. It allowed us to optimize the power consumption while keeping good
performances. Finally, we jeopardized the RF link itself for communications within the body. We have
demonstrated that ultrasounds are a relevant solution for in-vivo communication. Altogether, the 3 sides
of electronics for IBC have been covered: bio-signal properties, conversion and propagation. It paves
the way of disruptive systems investigations applied to health monitoring.
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Chapter 4 presents a research project in analog circuit design for the coming years. In a first part, we
propose to keep on investigating in RF systems design with 2 main focus: a complete transceiver using
the Walsh generator and a transmitter dedicated to high frequencies using Hilbert Transform. In a sec-
ond part, we propose to work on the miniaturization of an ultrasound implant to can communicate within
the Human body and be part of a ad-hoc IBC network. Finally, we propose directions to longer term
researches on analog signal processing for edge computing with the example of IoT (or any low-power
communicating device) or image sensors.
Key words: Walsh generator, wide-band N-path filters, Hilbert transform, mmW direct conversion,
digital pre-distortion, IBC network, ultrasonic transducers.
4.1 New perspectives in RF systems design
RF circuits are limited by the technology when one can consider integrating in a downscaled technology
or an optimized one. The idea is to keep on investigating on system level innovation. Our goal is to
propose systems that achieve:
— frequency agility. We are looking for a dynamic and instantaneous access to several bands in
a very wide spectrum, from DC to several GHz, whatever the repartition, the number and the
width of the bands.
— high frequency bandwidth. We are looking to access to high part of the spectrum, over
100GHz, without relying on complex architectures.
4.1.1 Versatile RF transceiver solution
5G communication will offer to users’ high peak data rate by accessing more and more carrier fre-
quencies in the 1.8 – 3.6GHz bands and then in the 1.8 – 6GHz bands. The mmW bands will be a
complementary solution to get higher data rate transfer but will not replace the sub-6GHz bands. For
sub-6GHz bands, the solution to give high peak data rate users’ experience will be an efficient carrier
aggregation. The main challenge is to keep power consumption reasonable for mobile handsets. Analog-
Digital (AD or DA) interfaces are the technological bottlenecks in a transceiver system when considering
multi-standards, resolution, speed, integration and power consumption constraints. Nyquist AD and DA
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Figure 4.1 – 5G Transceiver using Walsh generator as a core
converters and RF conditioning are the functions to stay focused on even if the high-speed digital signal
processing and medium access processor remain hard to design with a low-power budget while FDSOI
technologies offer a new CMOS scaling opportunity and leakage management.
We propose to develop a low-power high-data rate transceiver integrated in nanoscale FDSOI CMOS
technology to answer to 5G requirements discussed above (large frequency range; multi-carrier; high
resolution; high speed; integration and low-power consumption) using Walsh series and compressed
sensing approaches. It will be used to redefine the conversion, the amplification and the reception of RF
signals at the system level.
This system is composed of a Walsh generator as a core used either for transmission (Tx) or reception
(Rx). We propose the design of a 5G RF transceiver using Walsh series to release the best performances
provided by the 28nm FDSOI CMOS technology as depicted in Fig. 4.1.
Receiver: N-path Walsh Rx
Our goal is to select several channels at a time in a very wide spectrum. We need to filter the desired
signals and to reject the strong signals in order to avoid blocking of the receiver. It can be compared to
a bank of filters with very high linearity, very high compression point and very high Q (e.g. for 10 MHz
bandwidth around 500 MHz). Although off-chip passive filters provide these properties, the trend is to
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integrate it in CMOS alternatives for reasons of size and cost. LC filters cannot be considered as they
provide a limited tuning range and low Q.
Alternative tunable filters without inductors based on periodically time variant networks have been in-
vestigated in literature under different names such as N-path filters, sampled data filters, commutated
capacitors such as in [59] and depicted in Fig. 4.2(a). Prof. Bram Nauta and Prof. Eric Klumperink have
revamped the concept in the 2010’s by integrating continuous-time switched capacitor N-path filters for
RF applications detailed in [3] and [60] following the basic schematic depicted in Fig. 4.2(b). They have
kept on improving the concept over the years [9] to reach excellent performances in terms of blocker
rejection, NF, power consumption. Their work inspired the RF community all over the world. Neverthe-
less, the concept remained limited to a single band without any degree of flexibility.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2 – (a), Architecture of an N-path filter (p and q are the mixing functions and T is the period of
the mixing frequency). (b), (a) Switched-RC N-path filter. (b) Single port, single ended N-path filter. (c)
Multiphase clocking. (d) Typical (in-band) input and output signal.
We propose to investigate a tunable filter that display an on-demand mask. It relies on both N-path
filter concept and Walsh series. Fig. 4.3 presents the principle of filtering using a mask in both time and
frequency domain.
— In the frequency domain, filtering is the multiplication between a mask and an input RF signal,
— In the time domain, the mask is considered as a pseudo periodic signal, thus, this signal is
convolved with the input RF signal. The result of the convolution is the RF filtered signal.
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Figure 4.3 – Time and Frequency domain principle of on-demand filtering
The concept is to generate the mask using Walsh series. Fig. 4.4 presents the system that perform the
convolution. It is composed of 3 parts:
— The Mask generator. It is based on a Walsh generator which uses Walsh sequences controlled
by a PLL as in described in Chapter 2.2.2. The Walsh series are used to switch a set of N-path
filters,
— The N-path filters. We display a series of N-path filters. Each of them receive a Walsh series
that is delayed by one period from one N-path to the other one. At each period, every N-path
filter load a capacitor or not, that means that each N-path filter will reproduce a frequency
mask of every Walsh series,
— Mask coefficients. All the Walsh series masks applied to N-path filters are added together and
weighted. It os controlled by binary words that can be set to adjust the mask on demand. The
coefficients are similar to the Walsh ones and thus finalize the filtering operation.
We have performed high level simulations using MatLab to validate the architecture. We focus our sim-
ulations around a central frequency (here fc = 2 GHz). Fig. 4.5(a) presents the Fourier transform of the
mask, i.e. the selected channel. Fig. 4.5(b) presents the RF filtered signal with a sweep of RF input signal
frequency from 1.95 GHz to 2.05 GHz with a 10 MHz-span. We can notice they are all filtered following
the mask which means that only the channel is selected. Also, some out-of-band side-lobes frequencies
are amplified at 2−GHz but remain at a low and acceptable level.
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Figure 4.5 – (a), Mask used for a single channel at 2 GHz (b), RF filtered signal with a swept RF input
signal from 1.95 GHz to 2.05 GHz with a 10 MHz-span
Transmitter: Walsh-enhanced Power Amplifier
A collaboration with the Hyper-Frequency Circuits and Systems (CSH) would be the best way to inves-
tigate the use of Walsh series in PA design. We target to design a fully integrated transmitter using the
Walsh generator and a RF PA. The research will be about the design methodology and the architecture
to address the principle presented in Fig. 4.6 and detailed as follows:
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— The Walsh generator delivers digital sequences to a digital beamformer to adjust dynamically
the phase of the generated signal,
— The Walsh generator delivers the coefficients to weight every Walsh series during their amplifi-
cation within a set of broadband drivers. A digital pre-distortion can be done on the coefficients
to improve the RF PA performances,
— Sequences pre-amplified by the broadband drivers using the coefficients are summed together
and amplified by a Power Stage.
Walsh sequences
Broadband 
Driver
Power 
Stage
Walsh 
Coefficients
Digital 
Predistortion
Digital 
Beamformer
Digital 
Calibration
Walsh encoding Amplification
x N
x N
Transmitter
Figure 4.6 – Walsh-enhanced Power Amplifier
Modeling would be an interesting part of this research as Walsh series impose to re-visit the PA behaviour
model to then work on the pre-distortion. Our target is to implement the digital pre-distortion (DPD) di-
rectly in the generator to modify the Walsh coefficients to improve the linearity of the non-linear RF PA.
That solution permits to enhance the efficiency and the power consumption of the PA working in a non-
linear operating class, and also strongly improves the linearity required for the 5G complex modulation.
To do so, the non-linear behavior of the PA is modeled to then update the Walsh coefficients.
This innovative solution can highly decrease the power consumption comparing with the classical DPD
existing solutions. We could improve by 33% the Tx amplification (linearized PA) consumption. An
intersting idea would be to determine if it can be done dynamically. Thus, we need to work on a PA
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model by identifying the non-linearities and then determine how the Walsh coefficients can be corrected
in the generator (Walsh generator + PA co-integration). The Walsh coefficient correction could be done
dynamically in function of the PA variation over the time such as a calibration step to determine a first
set of coefficients (initialization step) and then, the Walsh predistortion associated with a DPD or/and a
feedback loop to adjust dynamically the Walsh coefficient (Walsh Flexible Predistorsion PA).
4.1.2 Access to high frequencies: Hilbert Tx
Accessing to high frequencies is facing to system level technological bottleneck. It requires upconvert-
ing large bandwidth from base band (GHz wide) to frequencies above 100 GHz. We believe that next
generations of telecommunications will be local, short range and high data rate. The concept is to bring
data by wireline access up not only to its last mile but its last hundred of meters. Thus, the most adequate
part of the spectrum (cf. Fig. 4.7) is between 118 GHz (O2 absorption frequency) and 183 GHz (H2O
absorption frequency) with a minimum at 150 GHz. mmW architectures would use mixers, filters and
various analog, digital or mixed building blocks to achieve specifications. We propose a disruptive point
of view with a direct conversion from base-band to mmW frequencies with a reduced analog circuitry.
Figure 4.7 – Attenuation in dB/km from 0 to 350 GHz
Our conversion scheme is to consider generating an negative-frequency-less base-band signal so upcon-
version won’t require any more filter or dedicated circuitry to reject its image frequencies. The Hilbert
Transform is the mathematical operation (cf Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2) that displays a signal without any
negative frequency. For instance, if we consider a pure sine-wave, such as x(t) = cos(2.pi. fc.t), the
Hilbert transform is H(t) = sin(2.pi. fc.t) and analytical signal is consequently X(t) = cos(2.pi. fc.t)+
j.sin(2.pi. fc.t). Fig. 4.8 associates the signal to its Fourier transform and as one can see, the analytical
signal has no negative frequency.
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Figure 4.8 – Illustration of a Hilbert Transform
Based on the Hilbert Transform operation, we propose the system depicted in Fig. 4.9 for its the analog
version. It works as follows:
— a base-band signal is generated digitally. It is converted from digital to analog,
— the signal is loaded in a sampled delay line with a given lengh of N samples and a sampling
period of Ts,
— the stored samples in the delay line are convoluated with the discretized function 1pi.t and out
of phase of pi/2,
— both signals are summed to give the complex representation of the analytical signal. Both real
and imaginary part are splitted in phase and amplitude to control a mixer. The mixer also
receives the mmW carrier frequency provided by a Local Oscillator.
Fig. 4.10 presents the digital version where all the signal processing is performed digitally and the mixer
is monitor digitally by both converted phase and amplitude. The architecture was simulated in MatLab
for a proof of concept. Fig. 4.11(a) depicts the Hilbert transform on a single band. One can notice the
rejection of −30dB. Fig. 4.11(b) depicts the same transform but using a 5G scheme with 3 channels to
demonstrate the image rejection over large bandwidth.
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Figure 4.9 – Principle of the Hilbert generator (analog version)
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Figure 4.10 – Principle of the Hilbert generator (digital version)
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Figure 4.11 – (a), RF spectrum of an upconverted 5G scheme without image rejection and with Hilbert
transform (b), RF spectrum of an upconverted 5G scheme with Hilbert transform
The rejection will depend on the accuracy of the Hilbert transform. It is defined by the length of the
delay line and thus, by the discretized function 1pi.t . It is determined by the minimum value that can be
used for this function as depicted in Fig. 4.12. Based on the quantum q, we can extrapolate the N volt-
age samples required for the transform and depending on the frequency to address, the time required to
process the transform. This time must be compatible with the maximum latency of the system, i.e. ≤ 1µs.
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Figure 4.12 – Trade-off between image rejection and Hilbert transform length
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Our investigations will be first at the system level to determine the most relavant architecture integration
(digital, analog or mixed). Then, once the principle is physically demonstrated, for instance at lower
frequencies compared to the hundreds of GHz ones, we will focus on the analog building block such as
the frequency synthesis and the mixer. This work will be done within the Circuits and Systems (CAS)
research team that gathers all the required expertise.
4.2 An ultrasound-based network for Intra-Body Communications
We have demonstrated that ultrasonic communications in a biological media is twice as effective as radio-
frequency links. We propose to develop a miniaturized system to form a communication network in the
Human body. This system consists of integrated devices with dimensions less than one millimeter, lim-
ited to frequencies below the MHz with dedicated modulations and with a very low power consumption
(less than the hundred of µW ). This system is composed of several parts as depicted in Fig. 4.13:
— an ultrasonic transducer, known as Micromachined Ultrasound Transducer (MUT),
— a dedicated integrated circuit (ASIC) for conversion and signal processing,
— a dedicated modulation technique to encode the information of a sensor, here full duplex and
robust enough to body noise,
— a dedicated power supply, either mechanical, chemical or electrical,
— a sensor that will be customized depending of the desired functionality.
Several questions are tackled to lead those investigations on the 3 levels: MUT, ASIC and modulation.
We need to determine the MUT specifications: its type, either pMUT (piezzo) or cMUT (capacitive), its
resonance frequency, the bandwidth, the necessary transmitted pressure, the reception sensitivity and the
resolution. We found that advanced research are led by CEA-LETI, in France. A collaboration with them
iwould be fruitful as they have expertise in chip biocompatibility and the realization of flexible miniature
chips. These two aspects are fundamental for an in-vivo integration and still very little discussed in the
state of the art. They propose to seek the realization of ultrafine cMUT chips (<100 microns), integrated
in a polymer material (total thickness 200 microns), passivated with biocompatible layers.
An ASIC will integrate the architecture for the signal conversion carried out by a sensor. It must be very
low power and modulated to be transmitted. We will follow a flow of design with a particular work on
architecture and the choice of integration technology to reduce consumption. We estimate that a 1mm2
integrated circuit will be sufficient to perform the information-to-ultrasound conversion.
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Figure 4.13 – View of the integrated system for ultrasonic communication
A dedicated signal processing has to be proposed. Ultrasonic transmission must be robust to interference
to ensure the integrity of the information (Signal-Noise Ratio, SNR) on multidirectional propagation with
reflection (bone, muscle, fat, blood circulation). We have identified a company specialized in ultrasonic
communication (COPSONIC) which is currently working on the development of CODECs specific to
ultrasonic communications to ensure the integrity of propagation in constrained environments. We will
work with them on the modeling of the Human body with the simulation of a channel to evaluate the
propagation of modulated signals and we will apply their modulation techniques. Signal processing will
be integrated into the ASIC.
The purpose of those investigations are to make a proof of concept to provide a complete building block
for a device in the field of e-health, telemedicine and medical research. The use of this technology, driven
by the development of dedicated MUT, might enable breakthrough innovation:
— in medical research: this will open to a “big data” of the Human body to understand body
mechanism at the deeper scale and over a large and diverse population. For example, research
in hematology has a strong interest in digitizing the body’s bloodstream in real time over a
long period of time.
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— in e-health: we seek to develop a predictive health on-the-fly: from the optimization of ev-
eryone’s hygiene, with a continuous surveillance to trigger some alerts on our behaviors. The
goal is a drastic reduction in the costs of the health system.
4.3 Analog Signal Processing for Edge Computing
Analog Signal Processing is a solution for optimized transceivers architectures as said in section 1.2.2.
The key drivers for its uses is the power consumption, the high resolution and the low-latency of the sig-
nal processing. Thus, possible investigations for an application to Design by Mathematics in electronics
systems could be IoT or imagers. It is, to some extent, edge computing using analog signal processing.
This processing will operate as close as possible to the transceiver device (antenna, photodiode, ...) to
perform information-to-signal conversion.
IoT
IoT will connect more than a trillion of objects, with a majority limited to sensing one data over a long
lifetime. The power consumption is crucial, not only for the battery but also at a global level when con-
sidering ressources available on Earth. IoT cannot use a standard architecture. We can estimate that an
ASIC dedicated to edge computing from a sensor or a group of sensors to RF Tx in an object can re-
duce its power consumption by a factor of 10 when digital signal processing is avoided at its maximum.
By moving some processing in front of the ADC, an order-of-magnitude reduction in signal chain power
consumption can be achieved, because the desired data can be extracted and digitized while the undesired
data are discarded. Thus, analog processing can improve battery life and sensor intelligence. I propose
to investigate on full custom solution at the system level. The system will include analog sensing, analog
or mixed-signal edge computing and low-power RF transmitter.
Image sensor
Image sensors are now smart sensors that allow embedded systems to analyze our environment without
any transmission of raw data, which consumes a lot of power because of the high amount of data involved.
That is why image sensor are required to integrate image processing tasks as close as possible to the
sensor which consist in a matrix of pixels composed of a photosensitive area. The trend is a macropixel
approach with the merge of processing elements between several pixels and processing tasks between
several processing elements. The application is a direct adaptation of spatial and temporal filtering. As
the processing element is an analog switched capacitor circuit, there is room to investigate on analog
signal processing dedicated to image sensors. The target would be to optimize the accuracy, reduce the
power consumption and increase the edge computing possibilities within image sensors such as initiated
in [61].
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented 3 directions for research activities in the coming years. First, I proposed to keep
on investigating on optimized RF systems either to give them more flexibility (carrier aggregation, wide
band, ...) or to access to higher frequency band such as over 100GHz. Then, I would like to participate to
the integration of a full ultrasound transceiver for IBC. This implies the research of new techniques to
efficiently propagate ultrasound not only in terms of power but also in terms of modulation. Last, I try to
envision which kind of analog electronics will be required on a long term basis. ASICs and thus, analog
designers, have still their role to play to optimize each circuit as trillions of them would be concern in
the case of IoT and imagers. I believe that edge computing can be analog and be done at a low power
with relevant resolution.
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Conclusion
This document summarizes my research work over the past decade since my PhD work in June 2009
until today. I have presented activities in analog circuit design applied to communications.
My first research topic is the design of RF systems. I have made the demonstration of 4 disruptive archi-
tectures that could be used for sub-6GHz communications. They all use a dedicated design methodology
called Design by Mathematics:
— in the frequency domain: using Fourier and Walsh theories,
— in the time domain: using Riemann integral theory.
Circuits have been designed, measured and published in close collaboration with industrial partners such
as STMicroelectronics and Thales.
My second research topic is Intra-Body Communications. I have started this activity 6 years ago by
proposing:
— new approach in interface sensor design: a full analog circuit to convert sensor data to RF
signal,
— using the sparsity of ECG signal to design an ADC,
— new approach of propagating information within the Human body by using ultrasounds.
This work allowed me to consider my projects and prospects for the next coming years organized in 3
main directions:
— advanced RF systems for wide band of high frequency access,
— an ultrasound-based network for Intra-Body Communications,
— the use of analog signal processing for edge computing.
Some of these projects have already started thanks to Master or PhD thesis work. These perspectives
within the Circuits and Systems research team have a great potential with several academic or industrial
partners involved. The support of our industrial partners, our institutional partners, our involvement in
European projects allow us to maintain these activities at a very high level.
We strongly believe that analog circuit design has a lot to offer for years to come.
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